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NEW QUESTION: 1
The AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) is a managed service
that makes it easy for you to create and control the encryption
keys used to encrypt your data. AWS KMS is integrated with
other AWS services including Amazon EBS, Amazon S3, Amazon
Redshift, Elastic Transcoder, Amazon WorkMail, and Amazon RDS
to make it simple to encrypt your data with encryption keys
that you manage. AWS KMS is also integrated with AWS CloudTrail
to provide you with key usage logs to help meet your regulatory
and compliance needs. Which of the following types of

cryptography keys is supported by AWS KMS currently?
A. Only symmetric key cryptography
B. Symmetric and asymmetric random number generation key
cryptography
C. Private ephemeral key agreement cryptography
D. Asymmetric key cryptography and symmetric key cryptography
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
The AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) is a managed service
that makes it easy for you to create and control the encryption
keys used to encrypt your data. AWS KMS is integrated with
other AWS services including Amazon EBS, Amazon S3, Amazon
Redshift, Elastic Transcoder, Amazon WorkMail, and Amazon RDS
to make it simple to encrypt your data with encryption keys
that you manage. AWS KMS is also integrated with AWS CloudTrail
to provide you with key usage logs to help meet your regulatory
and compliance needs. AWS KMS currently supports only symmetric
(private) key cryptography.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which disk drives are used to achieve the highest reliability?
A. USB
B. SCSI
C. SATA
D. PATA
E. IDE
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a class named Glass that inherits from a base class
named Window. The Window class includes a protected method
named break().
How should you call the Glass class implementation of the
break() method?
A. Me.break()
B. Glass.break()
C. Window.break()
D. MyBase.break()
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Scenario: A XenApp farm consists of 10 XenApp servers divided
into two worker groups with five servers in each. Worker Group
1 hosts applications for the Sales group and Worker Group 2
hosts applications for the Marketing group. A new application
is introduced only to the Sales department. The application is

installed on all servers.
How should the administrator configure the Users tab so that
only the Sales group has access?
A. Publish the application to Worker Group 2.
B. Publish the application only to the Marketing group.
C. Publish the application only to the Sales group.
D. Publish the application to Worker Group 1.
Answer: C
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